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Foreword

This report summarizes the design concept of our second

tokam봐‘ KT-2 at Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute(KAERI).
The KT-2 project has been ongoing since 1992 for the "1992-2001
Midlong Plan for Atomic Energy Development (圓子力開짧中훌期計뼈)",
administered by the governmental Ministry of Science and
Technology(MOST). The KT-2 tokamak is expected to play the key
role in our major effort to establish a viable fusion energy research
program in Korea. We also hope that in the near future the KT-2
will conσibute through its accomplishments to international efforts in
fusion research.

We wholeheartedly thank many colleagues, old and new, home
and abroad, for their friendly criticism and candid opinions offered
during the KT- 2 concept definition work. It is sincerely hoped that
this cooperation will futher continue throughout the entire KT-2
project and beyond.

1994. 11.

Jae In Shin, Sc.D.

President. KAERI
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Status of the Fusion Research

It has been over 40 years since organized fusion research
started with the hope of solving mankind ’ s energy problems once and
for all. From this research, has emerged the concept of thermonuclear
fusion reaction maintained in high-temperature, high-density plasmas
confined in a strong magnetic field. This m맹netic fusion has
established itself as the most likely route to commercial fusion
energy. At the same time, magnetic fusion has turned out to be a
multifacetted synthesis of many disciplines of science and technology,
and hence requires a long-term research strategy.

When the unbelievable achievements of Russian tokamak T - 3
were confirmed by western researchers in the late sixties, most

western countries switched one after another to tokamaks for their
main fusion research tool. Since then, progress in plasma parameters

was dramatically accelerated. In 1993, scientists at Joint European
Torus, a tokamak operated by the European Union, officially declared
it had achieved the "scientific breakeven" where an equal amount of
fusion energy was produced as has been put into the plasma, i.e. ,
fusion efficiency(Q) of 1. 1. In tenus of another figure of merit "the
fusion triple product"

n · tE • Tl [1Oam-3 · sec · keV],
this progress roughly corresponds to a jump from - 0.01 of the early
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seventies to - 10 in present large tokamaks , a factor of about 1000.'

As a result of this progress, a next-step machine called' ITER
(International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor), is presently under
engineering design process in cooperation between the US, European
Union, Japan, and Russia. The ITER aims at an ignited fusion
reactor, which can produce fusion power without any external power
input for heating and maintaining the plasma (Q=∞). The necessary

heating power is provided internally with self-sufficiency, i.e. efficient
confinement and thermalization of energetic 3.5 MeV alpha particles
produced from each fusion reaction. The machine is planned for
operation by 2005.

Overall, the present status of fusion research can be described
as a' transition period from a science-dominant research to an
engineering-dominant one. Such transition accelerates the complexity
of , the' fusion research, and it has become a giant synthesis of almost
aif’ brimches of modern science and engineering. Few countries have

the' capability to carry out this research on their own while

maintaining the necessary economy as a viable energy option. This

led tb the ITER program as an international program. In addition,
JET is itself a regional cooperation progr'am among European

countries.

Therefore, resourceless countries like Korea might face a
닐ihi.ation where they are just consumers of the new "fusion energy".

This could mean that they cannot have an independent energy policy
e~err 'when the energy problem is basically solved. To avoid such a

sifuation, we believe it necessary to build up fusion research
C‘apability to a minimum level by the year 2005 when ITER starts to

operate.
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1.‘2 -Direction of Fusion Research- at KAERI
‘ -“ ι

< In addition to these basic necessities, we note that a unique
'oppoI-turuty is available for KAERI to achieve a' substantial level of

fusion engineering capabilitIes in a very effective way6). The

'uniqueness stems from the existing nuclear engineering infrastructure

'at‘ KAERI, .developed for tlie past '20 years as it led' the national

atomic ‘ energy research program in Korea.' This engineering

'infr~sturucture includes nuclear power plant design (both NSSS and

'BOP),. nuclear‘ materi떠 ’ development, laser and superconductor

technologies; instrumentation and control, -radiation science, robotics

'research, ’and so on.

‘ To effectively materialize such potential into an integrated and

organized fusion research center in Korea, KAERI needs to elevate

the tokamak research capability to a level comparable to that of its

nuclear" -engineering technology. Appreciation of such needs led

KAERI fn 19927) to its committment to' the construction of the new

medium-sized tokamak KT-2 as a step-up from the existing small

tokamak KT- l. It is also expected in particular that the construction

of the KT-2' tokamak arid the establishment of an active fusion

eng1neerig program around it will provide the domestic nuclear and

related 、 iqdusnies with excellent opportunities for self-development as

a coininercial vendo애) in the future fusion industry.
--:..,:

“

6) ‘ Only Brazil and Korea can be considered to have this potential among the developmg
countries, except for China, which should be considered as an advanced country m thiS
field.
7) In the framework of the "Nuclear Energy Midlong Research Plan, 1992-2001",
approved by the Atomic Energy Committee(AEC) 킹ld administered by the Ministry of
Science and Technology(MOST).
8) For example, companies like Hitachi, Toshiba and Mitsubishi(japan) ,
Thomson-CSF(France), Balzers (Switzerland), ABB(Sweden-US) , General Atomics,
M따tin-M따ietta， Westinghouse, United Technologies, Evasco(US) successfully established
themselves as a capable commercial provider of large-scale tokamak components, which is
the result of their active participation in the national anψ'or regional fusion research
progranls. What' s more, General Atpnucs is itself one of the world ’s leading fusion
research institutions.
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To identify a realistically feasible fusion research program at
KAERI, one then notes that Korea ’s domestic capabilities in science
and engineering as well as in economy are still limited. Therefore, it
appears clear that KAERI cannot commit itself to a large-scale fusion
research program pushing for fusion parameters wi깐1 a large tokamak
until when it is appropriate and necessary. Instead, a more workable
direction can be found in running a well-planned medium-sized
tokamak experiment to follow up the current progress, while gradually
but actively promoting involvement of the KAERI nuclear engineering
capabilities in fusion sciences. Furthermore, in order to properly
benefit from the research achievements of advanced countries, it is
necessary to actively interact wi앙1 the international fusion community

and to make contributions to international cooperation. This mutualism
appears to be the key principle in successful regional research
programs such as the JET program of the European Union.

From these considerations, we concluded the following as
requirements for a successful fusion energy research program at
KAERI:
(a) Operation of a medium-sized tokamak experiment to develop the

minimum level of technology necessary to interact effectively

with the international fusion community and to follow reseaπh

trends;

(b) A unique tokamak research program, which will enable KAERI to

contribute to international fusion research and to benefit from
its achievements;

(c) Active and systematic integration center of intramural en따neering

and tokamak groups, domestic research groups from other
institutions. and related indusσies.
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Chapter 2

Definition of
the KT-2 TokalDak Concept

2.1 Objectives of the KT-2 Tokamak Project

Based on the backgrounds and requirements outlined in the
previous chapter, the objectives of the KT-2 Tokamak Project can be
summarized as follows:

First, KT- 2 should provide the technical baseline necessary to

maintain fusion as a realistic option for future energy sources.

Relevancy of this objective is more evident when noting that fusion
research has achieved the scientific breakeven in JET and other
machines, and that it is moving from a science-oriented research
toward an engineering-oriented one to prove an ignited reactor at
ITER. Through KT- 2, a viable fusion research program should be

established at KAERI, integrating its own nuclear engineering
capabilities and basic tokamak technology, as well as domestic
fusion/plasma research capabilities. This way, KAERI can provide the
most effective way to a coherently integrated fusion program in

Korea.

Second, through the KT- 2 program, Korea should have a

means to contribute to international fusion research and thus to
benefit from its achievements. As the eventual materialization of this
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second objective, we propose and pursue the integration of the KT--:2
program in the ITER framework. For this, the KT-2 tokamak should

satisfy the simultaneous requirements of assuring ι t,echnolol1iCal
feasibility and maintaining scientific meaningfulness. Conside펴ng the
present research. trend, however, .such an aim does not lea~e too much
room available for the KT-2 tokamak configuration and research
programs.

As a means to achieve these objectives, we propose the KT-2
tokamak defined as a medium-sized, large-aspect-ratio (LAR)
tokamak with intense RF heating and current drive(FWCDJ. In the

following section, this concept of the KT-2 tokamak will be further

detailed.

2.2 'Concept of the KT-2 Tokamak

(I) Medium-sized

KT-2 can be classified as "medium", roughly comparable in its

parameters to JFf-:-2M of Japan, TEXT and PBX-M of the US,
Tokamak de Varenne of Canada, and so on.. While present-day large

tokamaks such as .JET, TFTR, JT-60, etc. operate in the regime
where .Q 'ls 1, these medium-sized tokamaks operate in Q = 0.01-0.05

region. Large machines generally have 'tE > 100 msec, whereas
medium-sized machines have 'tE in the 10-100 msec range. Generally'

speaking, these medium-sized tokamaks are not for "parameter

F닌smng" fusion rese~ch， but for' research neceSSaIγ for such "large"
machines or for future fusion reactors. However, individual plasma
parameters such as density or temperature are not so much different

from those of large machines as thejr 'tE aJ:ld Q estimations are, since
Q and. 'tE are roughly the combined result of those plasma parameters
and i,s also dependent on the machine size. These medium-sized

tokamaks are very useful as a .r.esearcp .tool dedicated for various
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fusion-rele、rant researches, such as anomalous transport studies,
heating physics and technologies, new MHD configurations and

operation regimes, and so on.

According to the specifications in Table 2.1 and the widely

accepted ITER-.89P scaling

τ 낭TERffJ-P = HfO.048I~85 R},z a0 3 K0 5 n잃 B띤A 05 p :1n5

(2- 1)
= 't e =τ ‘ ’

the energy confinement time of KT-2 is estimated, with enhancement

factor of 1, to be in the range of 30-50 msec which is typical of a

medium sized tokamak. It should be noted that the assumption μ = 'L j

is not a simple matter for a mainly electron-heated plasma as in

KT-2.

Table 2.1 Basic machine specifications of the KT-2 Tokamak.

major radius R 1‘4 m

minor radius 홉 0.25 m

훌훌~t홉tiO A투Ria 5.$

흩lon훌ation x 1.훌

합i훌n힐uta뼈tv § g ‘a
t훌rold훌에 n훌td 훌l 홉 ‘r훌훌la ’

pIa훌ma current 뻐 500 κA

pta훌m훌 de빼i핸 nil 4.7 x 1019 m결

e봉휠trOI\{jon) 뱉빼perature TefTI) 1 keV
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Not all of the necessary technologies to construct such a

tokamak are domestically available for KAER!. However, such
deficiencies are in fact an integral part of the KT-2 project
objectives, i.e. it is our aim to develop those technologies through
cooperation with advanced countries in the engineering design and in
the construction phases of the KT-2 tokamak. The necessity of such
cooperation dictates that the KT-2 tokamak should be a device which

can contribute to international fusion research. We will try to convey

our conviction that such contribution can be anticipated in the KT-2

tokamak if it is further defined and operated as described in the

following.

(뼈) Large-aspect-ratio(LAR) tokamak

KT-2 has an aspect ratio A = Ria = 1.4m/0.25m = 5.6 which
can be considered very large among existing midsize or large
tokamaks. Almost all of them have A in the 3 ± 0.5 region. A few
small (or "tight")-aspect-ratio tokamaks are operating: e.g. CDX(US),
START (UK), etc.. However, virtually the only tokamak operating in

the LAR region is the PBX- M(US). TRIAM-1M of Japan has a

comparable A, but has a circular cross section without a diverter,
hence limitations in improved confinement discharges. Therefore, a

midsize diverted LAR tokamak combined with a suitable research

program can enjoy an excellent opportunity to contribute to the fusion

program simply because of its rareness for confinement database.

This capability to contribute to the fusion research program is critical
for KAERI in obtaining access to the technological accomplishments

in fusion and benefitting from them through international cooperation.

In addition, design, construction and assembly of an LAR

tokamak is much simpler compared to a small aspect ratio machine of

similar size. This simplicity has been given in fact more weight for

our eventual choice of the LAR configuration. In Table 2.2 a

comparison between large and small aspect ratio tokamaks is given.
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Table 2.2 Comparison of large vs small aspect ratio tokamaks

(from JAERI,199l)

Large aspect ratio Small aspect rati。.............................................
Items Merit!

Demerit
1. Reliability of

Low × 0 High
confinement database

2. Space for magnetic
Easy to obtain 0 × Difficultflux-swing

3. Bootstrap current
Large 0 × Smallfraction

4. Plasma current Relatively small 0 × Need to be large
5. Diverter particle flux Low temperature 0 × f퍼gh temp.

6. Toroidal field High HI required x 0 Relatively low HI
is sufficient

Stored magnetic Relatively large
7. Poloidal field energy can be 0 × stored en밍"gy

relatively low reauired

One of the research issues which can be more effectively

studied on an LAR tokamak is the so-called "advanced tokamak

scenario". This concept basically deals with the steady-state tokamak

operation at a high (>70%) bootstrap current fraction, and

consequently with a minimum of external non-inductive current drive.

The bootstrap current has long been known, but experimentally

identified only recently (Zarnstorff, 1988; Challis, 1992; Ishida, 1993>'

Bootstrap currents can be effectively produced in LAR tokamaks since

hootstrop/l p "'" A -112 ~p "'" A 112 Ga ex A 112 (2-2)

when the plasma is heated to high temperatures, i.e., at high 6p ,

~p "'" GaA (2-3)

In addition, an LAR tokamak typically needs less heating power to
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arrive at the beta limit. This results in a double advantage for an
LAR tokamak in terms of the necessary auxilliary heating power to
achieve a given bootstrap current fraction.

Research on possibilities of such "advanced tokamak" operation
has begun recently in major tokamaks - JET, TFTR, Tore Supra,
JT-60U, and Dill-D - as well as future machines such as TPX, and

reactor designs such as ARIES series (Conn, 1990) and SSTR (JAERI,
1991). In TPX and ARIES-IIIIV reactor designs, the machine
operation in the second stable regime is also being assumed. All these
machines have a relatively large aspect ratio - 4.6(TPX), 4.0(SSTR),
and.4-4.5(ARIES) - compared to present devices like JET, Dill-D,
and ITER.

KT-2 has a larger aspect ratio of 5.6 with intensive RF
heating, so that it can contribute to reactor-relevant research of

bootstrap current and high-ap physics in a medium-sized tokamak.
However, not everything is supporting this cconcept of KT-2. In

particular, KT-2 might be too small to achieve such high bootstrap
current fraction in view of the collisionality problems. This warrant~

a· detailed numerical investigation of collisionality ~ffects on bootstrap
current and its profiles in KT-2. Also, it is not clear if a "small"

tokamak like KT-2 can support such high-power long-wavelength RF

heating. If these problems can be cleared and/or solved, an LAR
"bootstrap" tokamak KT- 2 will provide KAERI and Korea with ~n

excellent opportunity to join in and contribute to the international
fusion program.

(m) Fast Wave Current Drive (FWCD)

For KT-2, Fast Wave Current Drive (FWCD) is chosen as the

main drive for the seed current at center. The reason for the choice
of FWCD is, first of all, that it is a relatively new field of research.

It has been neglected until recently despite many merits, due to its
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low single-pass absorption and CD efficiency. 1FT-2M was virtually

the only machine to perform FWCD on a realistic scale. Recently,
however, it was found that preheating the taget plasma to 5-10 keY

improves the absorption to an acceptable level (Pinsker,1991>'

Therefore; it is very attractive from a reactor point of view, where

the plasma temperature is already in 10 keV range and hence

preheating will not be necessary. The second reason, as important as

the first, is that the required RF technology is commercially

well-established. This enables us to concentrate on physics research

rather than on capital- and manpower-intensive technology

development.

In Table 2.3 is summarized the comparison between NBI and

FWCD performed for the heating and current drive system of the
ARIES-series fusion reactor design (Mau,1994a; Mau,1994b). For

ARIES , FWCD is the main CD scheme for the plasma core. For ITER

both NBCD and FWCD, but FWCD is considered more favorable.

This indicates FWCD will be an active theme of research for the

future.

However, considering the present status of FWCD technology,
it is necessary to maintain a backup available for successful heating

and current drive. A modest level (0.5 to 1 MW) of NBI and ECCD

will be included for KT-2. NBI is also useful to introduce plasma

rotation which is considered essential for improved confinement

modes.
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Table 2.3 Comparison of FWCD and NBCD (from Man, 1994a)

item NBCD FWCD

CD efficiency (y) 0.5-0.6 <Ebeam>2 Mev)
0.3-0.4

(improvement possible)
Device efficiency 0.68 (RFQ)

0.7 (100-200 MHz)
(끼) 0.75 <ESQ)

Unit cost $ 3 /watt (RFQ & ESQ) $ 1 /watt 000-200 MHz)

Physics
Very Good (simple) Very Good (complicated)

understandi ng
Experimen빼l

database Good Fair
- CD - DITE, Dill-D, TFTR, jT-60 - jIPPII-U, JFT-2M, Dill-D,

JET

- others - H-mode, E띠lanced L-mode, - H-mod.e, direct e-heating
bootstrap. on JET, jT-60, 1FT-2M.

Auxilliary heating
G∞d Very Good
- shine-through - need tunable system

Current ramp-up
Fair Fair
- shine-throuuh - multiple~ss absorptio l1

Current Profile
Good G∞d

Control
- column of beamlets, - off mid-plane launch

tangency radii - spectrum control

Core Penetration
Good Very Good
- need high Ebeam - natural focusing

Impurities Not an issue
Mi띠n피zed by Be coating,
specσurn peak, SiC wall.

Substantial Modest
Technology - negative ion source, super- - RF pow밍. supply,
extrapolation conducting RFQ, laser neu- RF launchers, phase-shift

tralizer~RF power supply circuits
Fair Good

Reactor
- Tritium permeation, - In-blanket launchers,
- neutron backstreaming, flexible transmission

compatibility
- long beamlines, bulky com- system, good shielding for

ponents m찌or components

Maintainability Fair Good

First-wall Acceptable Ace맹table

intrusion - High- Ebeam RFQ - folded waveguides
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2.3 KT-2 basic machine specifications

A basic zero-dimensional performance analysis and scoping
studies have been completed. Presently the conceptual design is being
carried out, including development of detailed operation scenarios. The
following is the basic system specifications obtained from this
process, as a guideline. Necessary corrections and refinements will be
made until the conceptual design is finalized in 1995.

Table 2.4 The Basic specifications of the KT-2 tokamak.

뼈훌Jor r훌diu훌 t￥ 1.4 m
뼈fnor 빠I훌Ius a 0.25 m
A홉pect ra월o A 5.6
Bon훌alton κ 1.8
T냥홉얀양ul혔ity 8 0.2
t‘。I합납흥I field 훌t 3 T‘esla maX.

Number of magnet훌 16 (water-cooled)

RI힐월Ie 8휩t % at separatrlx

뼈훌gnetlc fi흩Id flat to힐 20 훌훌앙 짧 를maι

pt;훌없n훌 cur뼈tt Ip 홉00+ kA
Flux S'游"1훌 훌.9 volt-sec (bi협。fa냄

alr-cor;훌

Curt휩11 flat‘..top tbum 19.5 sec @ I빼ax

P훨'lsi'핸 ne 4.7 x 101~ rn4

훌월c1ron{ion) t훌mpe훔뼈re ‘I‘~(‘1‘A 1 keY
혐MCD/leRH 1 빼￥v (at commis훌lonlng)

upgr~de to 를 M￥V (by 2001)

ECF￥H 1 뼈￥V (by 1999)

N홉I ￥planned:) 1 빼w

뼈oto......생enerator 1융6 MVA
3 ‘6 G‘J (stored 훌n6fgy)
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2.4 KT-2 construction schedule

and the cost estimation

Direct construction cost of KT-2 is estimated to be 28 billion
Won (U$ 35 million) for the construction period of 1995.7-1998.7,
resulting in a total cost of 32.5 billion WOI} (Ca. U$ 41 million)

including indirect expenses. Construction schedule and cost estimation

breakdown are summarized in Table 2.5 and 2.6 below.

Table 2.5 KT-2 Construction schedule

00< 19훌4. 훌.

00< 1 훌훌훌. 7.

19훌톨1. 7-1훌97:0 12
-1998. 7.

1998. a - l'빼9.1

-19툴훌. 1흩

’ 2001. 앉

eo..에씨훌었없u:tf 없“훌 concept쩌，fmit뼈I

학01κP'훌협없. of«빼빼빼u빼'd뼈總a and
tee빼aical t훌i훌iblllly rev빼톨t

- 빠￠빼훌훌ie/lta빼matio삐훌. Ad‘Ii짧rye빼훌‘

-0양뻐흩*훌훌훌 ....따빼 빼톨t빼빼훌

Fabric훌tiel비휩훌훌빠훌빼훌nt

COn뿔letion A훌훨훌빼bly

Con용함훌훌ion.홉9t RF 훌18빼II install 훌lion

i 빠W FWCD/ECRI훌 operat훌It

훌 삐WF빼써양I’ "Ope,atioJa

Table 2.6 KT-2 construction cost estimation (in million U$)

item cost acc. sum

Site prep짧'auon 4.0
Power supp훌훌r lUI(훌 control 12.0
Magnets 앙.0

J Vacuum and stnlct암X휠앙 4.0
Data acquisition an냥 control 2.0
Basic/S뼈효ldard diagnostics 5.0
lnitia훌 heating 흡ystem 3.0 $훌~O

Personnel + operation 2.0 37.0

+ 10 % contingency 3.7 40.7
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Chapter 3

Status and Prospects of
the KT-2 Research Fields

In this chapter, status and prospect of the research activities
related to the KT-2 tokamak concept will be briefly overviewed. For

each field, the KT- 2 research plan will then be summarized.

3.1 FWCD Physics and Technology issues

FWCD is based on the collisionless interactions between

electron and electromagnetic waves such as electron Landau damping

(ELD) and transit time magnetic pumping(TTMP). These interactions

occur under the resonance condition

ω - kllv lI = 0 (3.1)

with the exception that v II 낯 Vth, since the competition between the

electric force q힘 of ELD and the magnetic force - uv휩 leads to

zero energy transfer to the electrons at VII ;of Vth (Moreau,1986>'

Plasma current is driven when travelling ICRF waves are produced in

the plasma from an antenna structure with an asymmetirc kll

- spectrum, which is the result of the momentum transfer from waves
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to plasma electrons.

3.1. 1 FWCD Physics issues

One of the key problems to be solved in FWCD is that 앙Ie

efficiency of energy/momentum πansfer mechanisms, i.e. ELD and

TTMP, is relatively low compared to other curent drive and/or plasma

heating methods, resulting in a low single-pass absorption. Hence 앙Ie

focus of current research is on how to increase this FW single-pass

absorption. This necessitates a very careful design of the experiment,
including toroidal field and operation frequency, to keep the given RF

energy and momentum from going to the ions or other loss channels

and from being wasted in the multiple reflections which mix up 암Ie

wave directionality. The TF magnitude influences the single-pass
absorption as B t -3, as well as the geometry of various resonances and

cutoffs. In general, B t shall be as low as possible, which is not as

straightforward a requirement as it seems.

To avoid absorption by ions, any ion-cyclotron resonances and

their hybrids should be avoided. In higher frequency regions,
absorption of RF energy via Doppler-shifted cyclotron resonances by

energetic alpha particles from nuclear reactions should also be

considered (Mau,1989). In KT-2, these fusion alphas will not be a
serious problem, but a reactor relevant technology development plan

should include such considerations. For example, there has been a

suggestion to utilize fast waves as a means to take care of helium
ashes in reactors (Chang, 1991).

Another factor in consideration of the operation frequency is
absorption by the trapped electrons, which cannot contribute to the

current drive. This effect has been summarized (Start, 1990) in an

expression for the attenuation of the fast waves by the electrons:



where

k'.l. I균 • r -l--- = -- Pete ‘Ik .1. l - 4
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(3.2)

e=괴웅
Vth

ω

kllV~h
(3.3)

Here, the trapped electron effects are reflected in linear dependence in

~ since larger VII reduces chances to be trapped, as well as pitch

없19le scattering effects. The exponential factor is basically from the
resonance condition (3. 1) which dictates that the operation frequency

remain close to it. An optimum choice has been proposed, for

example, as e = 2 (Hellesten, 1991). However, as has been indicated

m 앙le recent Dill-D FWCD results (Pinsker,1993), ~ = 1/굉 can be

considred as the optimum for fast waves in the Alfven region
(Bhatnagar,1994). For the current 마ive by minority ions, as in recent
JET sawto야h control experiments (Gormezano, 1992), the
frequecncy/field could be determined Quite straightforwardly. In
summary, choice of the operation frequency and field is not simple

and involves careful consideration of many important factors.

It has been widely recognized in many machines such as
ASDEX and JET that it is extremely difficult to effectively couple the
RF power to diverter H-mode plasmas. This is believed to be due to
the steep density and temperature gradients at the edge in such
plasmas. Since H-modes are routinely assumed in the advanced
tokam빼 scenario, this problem has become one of the urgent
problems to be solved in order to maintain positive prospects for
FWCD applications in reactors.

3.1.2 FWCD antenna and the transmitter system

There does not exist a well-established FWCD antenna design
or a recipe for an efficient FWCD experiment, despite i않 prime
importance as the main CD technology for planned machines such as
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ITER and TPX (Goldston,1993), as well as reactor designs such as

ARIES series(Conn,1991). In other words, it is very much like an art

(or a black-box) , compared to NBCD and LHCD. Research demands

considered crucial for the successful development of the FWCD

antenna and related technology have been recently identified
(Baity,1994), and will be briefly repeated here:

(1)' - Physics requirements:

As .in: the foregoing 3:1.1. a numerical tool to design and

analyze the apparatus and the experiment is essential, sucQ. as

antenna analyses, ray-tracing, analysis of the deposition and

thermalization process, etc.(Dmitrieva, ‘ 1992; Goldston, 1993; Goulding,
1994).

UJ) Directionality of the fast-wave spectrum .launched by the antenna:

Fast wave spectrum is controlled (1) by the arrangement of

the antenna az:ray elements which is determined mainly by the
geometrical antenna structure, and (2) by the phase relations between

the RF; signals on the array elements which is determined by how the

antenna-transmitter system is operated. Parameters to -be co~sidered

for the appropriate .antenna geometry are , (a) number and spacings _Qf

the array elements, (b) dimensions of the elements, (c) locations of

the. return currents, (d) distance between the antenna and the plasma..

Ho.wever, the spectrum of the actual fast waves coupled to the- plasma

is. determined by, in addition to the antenna properties, (i) stable

operation of the transmitter and the impedance matcher and (ti) ICRF

wave physics effects such as plasma coupling, tunneling, and mode

conversion, etc:

Prim.aI;y concerns about the stable transmitter operation include

th~ RF power circulating. between the elements in an asymmetrically

~hased antenna, which originates from the mutual inductance between

the elements. It has been established that this problem can be
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managed by supplying correspondingly asymmetric RF power to each

of the elements (Lamalle, 1991; Pinsker,199U. In addition, arcing

problems should 머so be taken care of as in any high-power RF

transmission system. Wave-physics processes are closely related to

the physics requirement isssue. According to the recent mock-up

measurement and the FWCD experiments, asymmetry in the

attentuation len맑h across the cutoff layer in the plasma enhances the

positive kll peak, and results in the more asymetric results than

numerical analyses.

(ill) Des땅n and stability of plwse control systems and
impedance matching:

Stable phase control is primarily determined by the antenna

structure and transmitter matching system characteristics. For

example, when each antenna strap is powered independently by a

transmitter of its own, the phase control can be done in a

straightforward and accurate manner on the oscillator level, which is

expected to be the case for the final 5 MW transmitter system of

KT-2. For the initial 1 MW transmitter system, however, a phasing

technique which enables a single transmitter to feed several antenna

straps, as has been developed at Oak Ridge National LaboratOIγ for

Dill-D FWCD experiments, must be implemented.

(IV) Attainment of h땅h RF power density and h땅h plasma coupling

For the same RF heating power, a higher RF power density

means a smaller antenna, which is important for reactor

considerations. Generally accepted approaches to this problem are (a)

put antenna as close to the plasma as the antenna can stand the heat

and the particle flux, and (b) maximize the RF magnetic field density.

The approach-(b) depends on the scenario and the machine

parameters, but a split current strap is generally considered more

effective than a single strap and has been adopted at DIII- D and

JET.
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(V) Controlof impurities during operation:

It has been long known from many ICRH experiments that
impurities generated from antenna materials through active plasma
surface interaction can significantly influence the discharge. The first
solution to these problems was to employ an electrostatic Faraday

shield to keep the antenna from directly facing the plasma, which has
become a standard. Additional treatment include Boronization of 안Ie

grid as in DID-D(Baity,1991; Nieuwenhove,1992), coating with
BeriIlium as in JET(Bures,1990), Ti-N plasma spraying (Goulding,
1994). Slanting the grid wires parallel to the local field lines has also
been employed in DID-D, JET, and ASDEX.

In addition, long-pulse or steady-state operation of tokamaks
as in JET, Tore Supra, and TPX, ITER, and ARIES, can cause many
new problems which cannot be solved with simple Faraday shields or
treatment of their surfaces. Although remedies such as continuous in

situ boronization/beriIiumization of shield grid is under discussion, no
established solution exist yet. Similar heat-load and particle-flux
problems become an issue also to the conventional tokamaks in case
of major disruptions. This will be discussed again in the more general

framework of diverter and first-wall problems, in Section 5.3.

3.1.3 KT-2 Research Plan

Major part of KT-2 research efforts will be focused on the

FWCD antenna development and heating/CD physics studies. The
transmitter systems will be purchased in a gradual manner as budget
situation permits, starting from the initial lMW transmitter.

Pre-heating of the target plasma by ECRH and by FWEH or
minority ICRH will be emphasized to increase the single pass
absorption. FWEH is especially interesting in that the same
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transmitter system can be utilized for both FWCD and FWEH in a

controlled way. Necessary techniques for this should be developed. In
particular, techniques to precisely control the antenna phasing must be
developed. The existing small tokamak KT-1 will be utilized while

KT-2 is under construction, for the mock-up test of a small-scale
(about 100kW) transmitter-launcher system.

These activities will be backed up by a detailed numerical

analysis of antenna radiation patterns, wave coupling and absorption

process, and effects of the heating and CD on stability and transport

pr잉perties， etc..

3.2 M IlD and confinement properties of

aLAR "bootstrap" tokamak

3.2.1 Status and prospect

Current-driven tokamak discharges should be MHD-stable.

This means that the current profile should be controlled if necessary,
and that (FW)CD technique might have to be a profile-control tool as

well as an external non-inductive current supplier. When the

bootstrap fraction is high, the current profile tends to be hollow, and

active profile control becomes necessary for MHD stability. FWCD

has a great potential for the task of providing the seed current for its

natural tendency to focus at center (Taylor, 1994; Goldston, 1994).

Questions regarding this bootstrap current problem can be

summarized as (l)how to accurately predict jBS(r), (2)how to increase

the bootstrap fraction, I B s/1p , (3)how to achieve the desired profiles

while maintaining MHD stability, (4)what influences will be projected

on tokam따‘ operation regimes. To deal with these problems, much

theoretical ‘ and computational work is necessary for discussion of

computation models of the bootstrap current, calculation of trapped
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particle fraction, accurate estimation of bootstrap fraction from
measurement data, and comparative study of various bootstrap models,
and so on.

One potentially important physics issue is the second stability.
Recent argument (Kessel,1994) indicates that the creation of a hollow

current profile with a negative magnetic shear could provide the route
to a new tokamak operation regime, probably a second-stable regime.
In fact, the so-called VH(Very High) confinement discharge modes

recently discovered at Dill- D, ASDEX, and JET are sometimes
carefully interpreted as a local, transient second-stable discharge

mode realized in the separatrix region, which could be the result of
the bootstrap current arising from steep pressure gradient in this
region. The second-stable tokamak discharges will have plasma beta

far exceeding the Troyon limit and consequently can improve the
economy of a fusion reactor substantially. They play an important

role in the "advanced tok따n와‘ scenario" .

In addition, control of the magnetic shear via external current

drive is found effective in controlling the sawtooth activity as was

demonstrated on JET in ICRF minority heating (Gormezano, 1992),
and therefore is a potentially attractive means to control the fusion
reactivity in a reactor core. For such local current profile control,
LHCD has been widely used. But ECCD is gaining more interest
recently for reactor applications.

Lastly, there is an increasing demand for confinement data in
the LAR regime. It has been accelerated by many recent LAR reactor

design studies. The rareness of an LAR tokamak and resultant

relative poverty of LAR confinement data has been a serious

restriction in extrapolating scaling laws for studies of the possibile

new reactor configurations. If this becomes possible, it will contribute

substantially to a smaller, more economical and attractive fusion
power plant in the future. For example, the gigantic size of an
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ITER-like reactor has often been pointed out (Nuckolls, 1994) as a
potential disadvantage for magnetic fusion as a viable energy source.

3.2.2 KT-2 Research Plan

When a certain level of the plasma current is driven by FWCD
(and/or by a back-up NBCD), the MHD stability of this current

driven discharge should be established. Accurate measurements and

control of the profiles of various plasma parameters, including the

current profile are necessary. Additional CD schemes are necessary to
f많·ther tailor the ClUTent profile, for example, ECCD and/or L표CD.

To carry out all these tasks efficiently, it is necessary to perform
theoretical and computational studies of bootstrap current models,
trapped particle fraction and behaviours, estimation of neoclassical
collisionality, estimation of the actual bootstrap current and
comparative study of models, and so on.

In addition, the transport and confinement properties of an

LAR tokamak such as KT- 2 will be studied in detail. These data will
contribute to the improvement of the confinement database and the
scaling laws. In addition, attention should be paid throughout these
studies to the validity of the widely accepted assumption of the "LAR
limit" .

The KT-2 research program necessitates the development of
accurate profiles measurement tools of various plasma parameters,
such as current and temperature. For this, in addition to the basic and
standard diagnostics, advanced diagnostics

(1) to measure accurately spatial profiles of key plasma parameters

(2) to measure the wave physics processes during the FWCD!ECCD
will be developed.
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3.3 Diverter/first-wall technologies
for the long-pulse operation

3.3.1 Status and prospect

Heat and particle flux diffusing from the main discharge can

be taken care of with a diverter, or a magnetic limiter. In a diverter,
heat a묘깅 p3.L~icle flux 선iff갑sin당 ramaHy across the separatrix is
dumped quickly on diverter plates through parallel diffusion. In
general, for the presently operating diverter configurations where the

plasma hits the diverter surface directly, the neutral influx from gas

recycling at diverter plate surface cools the plasma down via radiation

and charge exchange. Sometimes additional gases are injected to

increase the charge exchange reaction, X-point variation has been
employed, with good results(Cohen, 1992; Vlases, 1993; Watkins,1994).

However, full D-T operation at large tokamaks such as JET
and planned tokamak reactors such as ITER will have serious
problems in handling the large amount of fusion power flowing to the

diverter. This diverter problem will be far more serious for complete

steady-state reactors in the future, such as ITER phase-II and

DEMO. The heat flux in ITER is presently estimated to be over 20

MW1m2, which is the present design criteria of the diverter plates for

routine operation. To reduce the plasma heat content before it hits the

diverter plate, many diverter concepts have been proposed such as
gas-box(GB) diverter (Rebut,1993), slot diverters with high neutral

pressure, glancing incidence target diverter (V1ases, 1993), and so on.

None of these, however, have been validated for the ITER

environment.

JET has extended the machine life beyond the original

schedule to 1996, in order to address this urgent issue of diverter

technology development for the "Next Step" machines such as ITER

and NET. This endeavour started in 1994 with the replacement of the
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old Mark-I diverter system with the Mark-IT series (A and CB)

diverter configurations, in which the tiles/carrier design enables

relatively quick change of diverter geometry possibly in a remote
manner. The Mark-llA(Taroni, 1993) with carbon fiber-reinforced
carbon(CFC) tiles (Pick, 1994) will be operational in 1995. With the
Mark-IIA diverter, operation techniques such as "glancing incidence",
as well as wide-ranging plasma conditions including long-pulse H

modes and the plasma detachment, will be tested. The gas box

diverter Mark-UGB is under development and will be operational in

1997. Both configurations are ITER-relevant, but currently the GB

configuration is the favoured ITER choice. In addition, exotic diveπer

concepts such as "Li-capillary target diverter"(Pistunovich, 1994) are

being proposed for ITER.

3.3.2 KT-2 Reasearcb Plan

In KT-2, the magnitude of the heat flux will not be a problem
as in JET or in ITER. However, planned long-pulse operation and

relatively intense RF heating warrant careful analyses of the heat

loads to the various plasma facing components. Prelimiary estimation

of KT-2 heat loads is given in Chapter 6. This investigation will be

one of the main themes to be addressed in the design phase.

The research emphasis will be on the development of diverter

operation modes which can help ameliorate the heat flux problem in

relation to the high-boostrap, high-beta long-pulse discharges

expected in KT-2. In addition to these, materials development studies

such as diverter plate and first wall tiles will be carried out, which

외so can be important for the development and successful operation
of the ICRF launchers. For these studies, existing plasma devices

such as the small tokamak KT-l and ion-implanters will be utilized,
as well as a helicon device constructed especially for this purpose.

Cooperative research with material research groups are also being
planned.
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Chapter 4

KT-2 Operation Regim.e and
Operation Modes

One important characteristic of the KT-2 program is that the

physics basis of the design plan to implement the device concept and

to achieve the research aims is rwt yet established and should be
developed through research in the program. The KT- 2 device concept

includes such new physics issues as bootstrap current, non-inductive

current drive, complete steady-state tokamak operation, and the

second stability regimes, none of which is supported yet by solid

experimental evidences. However, the baseline performance and the

corresponding operation regimes of the KT-2 tokamak can be 없ld

were derived. within the framework of existing tokamak design

principles. These principles are basically for tokamaks operating in
the pulse mode with inductively driven plasma current, i.e.

conventional, ITER-like tokamaks.

The design principle for the baseline KT-2 tokamak is, in fact,
inclusive of all the operation regimes in each of which the KT-2

tokamak is conceptualized, wherever possible. All of the advanced
concepts such as the bootstrap current are included in the design

model without integrating them into a coherent set of physics rules.

II) particular, these new concepts are based only on the recently

observed transient states with improved confinement characteristics

such as H-, VH-mode and "supershot" modes. However, theoretical

models to explain these observations have provided strong motivation
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for several new tokamak plans and reactor designs such as TPX of
the US , SSTR of Japan, and the ARIES series of reactor designs.
This new tokamak mode, dominated by bootstrap current and
operating in the complete steady-state with 100% non-inductive
current drives, is being conceptualized as the "advanced tokamak". It
is gradually gaining the necessary experimental ground from the
active research being carried out on Dill-D, JT-60U, and Tore-Supra,
and being considered on JET9).

In the following, the baseline design pri띠ciple and zero
dimensional performance estimation of KT-2 is outlined. Operation

regimes are first derived from this estimation. Operation modes are
then outlined in relation to the research goals described in the

previous chapter.

4.1 KT-2 Performance and the Operation Regime

4.1.1 KT-2 target performances

The basic specifications of the KT-2 tokamak are so chosen

as to minimize the machine size and input power requirement, while

satisfying the requirements from its research programs as described
in the concept definition as well as requirements from plasma physics
and device engineering standpoints. This resulted in the following

baseline target performances:

- Energy confinement time 'rE

- Electron temperature T e

- Electron density fle

> 50

> 500

> 5 x 1019

msec
eV
CIIl 3

9) Consultative Committee of Fusion Programme(CCFP) of JET has decided in APril
1994 an opinion to extend the JET operation further beyond the presently extended
operation until 1996, which is for studying the new diverter concepts, for
investigations of the advanced tokamak scenario and others.
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- Current flat-top 깐t > 10 sec

In addition, since the KT-2 research program emphasizes
physics of bootstrap dominant tokamak discharges with intense

FWCD, the aspect ratio was increased as large as possible to
maximize the boostrap current fraction for given minor radius of

a=25cm, which facilitates easy maintenance of the in-vessel

components such as antenna structures, diverters, and first-wall tiles.

4.1.2 KT-2 physics requirements for design

These requirements are based on known MHD stability

principles which must be satisfied throughout the discharge. We adopt
the theoretical and phenomenological principles employed in the ITER

conceptual design (ITER Team, 1991).

(1) Plasma beta limit

There is a phenomenological upper limit in the plasma

pressure, i.e. a beta-limit known as Troyon limiHTroyon, 1974). Ideal

ballooning modes are widely believed to be behind this limit. The beta

limit is given as

B S BT = CT Up/aBo) (%), (4. 1)

For the Troyon coefficient, CT, the generally accepted value is
3.0. Plasma beta measured in units of (Ip/aB o) , the normalized beta aN,
are widely used.

(2) Plasma current limit

Stability conditions of the ideal kink modes set an upper limit

on plasma current for given toroidal field, i.e. a limit on the safety
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factor q at the edge. In general, q t:lt 2.5 is the accepted lower limit,
and for KT-2, 2.5 is chosen:

A -'- (1.17-0.65온 )B oRo r ds
q !1j= 견표~，펴핑- aq. a 갑 > 2.5,

u .l1 ~p (1-( 누? )~)

Here q f£> is the safety factor at magnetic flux surface with 95% of

the flux at the separatrix, and q. is given as follows:

(4.2)

q. =
5a 2Bo
RoIp

)
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- (4.3)

(3) Density limit

There is another phenomenological limit on plasma density,
known as Murakami-Hugill limit (Mural‘ami, 1976), which is closely
related to radiation cooling in tokamaks fuelled by gas-puffing:

n ~ nMH
2Bo

Roq. ’
OOWm -3). (4.4)

(4) Flux sψ iT핑

The magnetic flux which produces the necessary voltage for
initial breakdown and for the sustainment of plasma current produced
can be broken down into the inductive part and the resistive part:

빼 = A\lIl1Id + 띠Ires (4.5)

The inductive part is given as

M‘I닝 =Lp(l"B p) I p , (4.6)

where Iφ， Ii, ~p are plasma inductance, internal inductance, and
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poloidal p1a:sma beta, respectively. The resistive part is closely related

to operation conditions such as discharge start-up, CWTent formation,
and current flat-top. Therefore it can be broken down roughly into

that related to the discharge start-up and to the CWTent flat-top 없ld

OH heating phase,

~\jI res = ~\jI， + ~\jI bum ，

없ld each of these can be expressed as

l\\jI j = CEJvna 110 Ho Ip ,

l\\jI bum = U loop 깐，

(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

Here CEjima=O.4 is the Ejima coefficient(Ejima, 1982), 당 is the current

flat-top time, and the loop voltage U100p is given as

Ut，∞'p = I p Hp • (4.10)

The PF coil system, including the central OR solenoid, should

be designed in detail so that it _can provide the required flux as
determined by eq(4.5).

(5) Bootstrap current

For the estimation of the bootstrap current fraction,' the
following exp앙-imental observation is employed (ITER Team, 1991):

where

hs/lp = Cbs(e l!l Dpa)

Cbs = 1.32 - 0 경5(뿔) + 0.01않(뽑f

(4.11)

(4.12)
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(4.13)

Here :qo a_nd <;:a> are the safety factor on the magnetic axis and the
"effective" plasma minor radius, respectively.

Though not reflected properly in these scoping studies, effects

of neoclassical collisionality on bootstrap current profile is under
numerical investigation. Results will be incorporated in a more
detailed operation scenario to come with the conceptual design in
1995.

(6) Fast wave current drive

The fast wave current drive figure of merit is modelled by the
current drive efficiency formula

T e 1 r A
D 르 0.057 c) ~ ~ n .1._ [ ::r] , (4.14)

2+Zξff Ron "lJJ LW

where T e is in keV and n20 = nell rfOm3
•

(7) Ener.잉 coniinement

If thermal equilibrium states are assumed during the discharge,
then plasma heating power is balanced by heat loss through
conduction and radiation:

Peon + P，며 = POH + P찌 (4.15)

where P，때; is the auxilliary heating power and POH is the ohmic

heating po.wer which can be expressed as, excluding bootstrap

currents, in the following:
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POH = (l-!bc) [~ R p x 1Q -6/vo[ (MW/m 3). (4.16)

Here f b.c. is the bootstrap current fraction IhA, vol is the plasma
volume. The radiation loss can be broken down into bremsstrahlung
and syncrotron radiations:

Pr며 = Pbrem + P잉r (1\까V/m 3 ). (4.17)

Conduction loss consists of electron and ion contributions:

P con. = P tr,l + P tr,e, (4.18)

where

Pπ， I = 2.403 x 10-22 n. T.
't,

(MW/m 3
) , (4.19)

Pπ，e = 2.403 x 10-22 따-
μ

(1\까V/m 3 ) ， (4.20)

There are many phenomenological scaling laws each of which gives a

prediction of the energy confinement time TE. For KT-2, the so-called
ITER L-mode power scaling is adopted:

't e = 't l = 'l: E , (4.21 ’)

(4.21>'t E = HI 0.048 [~잃 RA2
a0

3
K0 5 n잃 B8 2A0 5 (Pα"，va/) -05

As was outlined earlier in this chapter, although there are many

recently observed new tokamak discharges with improved confinement
characteristics such as H mode (Wagner,1982}, pellet mode
(Greenwald, 1984), improved L mode (Mori, 1988), VII mode (Jackson,
1991), they do not have enough experimental ground to be established

as a scaling law. However, confinement improvement possibility
represented by these modes is incorporated into eq.(4.2 l> as the

confinement improvement factor 파.
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4.1.3 KT-2 performance and the operation region

The plasma performance of KT-2 is obtained with the profiles

assumed as

X( r) =[l-(슴 rl (4.22)

where X can be subsituted each for the plasma density, the plasma

current, and the plasma temperature; Ux is a parameter to conσ01 the
profile shapes of these quantities.

Figurε 4.1 indicates estimations of the temperat’urε， the beta
limit, and the density limit for (a) Hf :: 2.0 and (b) 3.0 as function of

the heating power. Machine and plasma parameters used are: A :: 5.6,
Ro :: 1.4 m , Bo :: 3.0 T , I p :: 500 kA, Un :: 0.5, UT :: Uj :: 1.0. For the

Hf :: 2.0 case, with the Ohmic heating alone and near the density
limit, the electron temperature is about 500 eV, the energy

confinement time about 100 msec, and the burn time about 4 seconds.
About 10 MW heating power is required to reach the beta limit.
However, this heating power drops to about 5 MW for Hf :: 3.0.
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4.2 KT-2 Operation Modes

The operation modes of KT-2 have been defined so that
investigations of the so-called "advanced tokamak scenarios" are
possible when improved confinement discharges of He > 2 are to be
achieved. However, the heating and current drive systems, and the
magnets and their power supplies will be designed conservatively for
He = 2. In summary, KT-2 operation modes are defined as follows
considering the research program and the construction schedule of the
heating and the current drive systems (see Table 4. 1):

(1) the DH baseline mode fuii field and current (3T/500kA) ,
(2) the OH long-pulse mode at reduced current (3T/200kA) ,
(3) the 1 MW h따h bootstrαp (HiBS) mode at reduced current and

field (2T/150kA) with longer discharge duration,
(4) the .5 MW baseline mode with 5 MW FWCD at full field and

current,
(5) the .5 MW h땅h bootstrap(HiBS) mode at reduced field and current

(2.2T/220kA) with longer discharge duration.

4.2.1 The OB Baseline and Long-Pulse modes

In the OH operation modes, standard tokamak discharges will

be studied to investigate the confinement characteristics of anLAR
tokamak. Operation machine parameters will span the entire designed
values. Plasma performances estimated for these OH operation modes
are summarized in Table 4.1, where Zeff = 2.0 and plasma density of
O.5nMH (eq.4.4) are assumed.

4.2.2 The 1 MW BiBS FWCD operation mode

To study the bootstrap current effects in FWCD at KT-2. it is
necessary to control the plasma current and density. toroidal field, and

the aspect ratio accordingly. In Figure 4.2, the bootstrap current
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Table 4.1 The KT-2 OR operation modes.

modes OH OH
Parameters Baseline Long Pulse

Toroidal field, Bo (T) 3.0 3.0
Plasma Current (kA) 500 200
q95 2.79 6.96
Average electron density (1019m-3) 8.7 3.5
Electron temperature (keV) 0.6 0.35
~N=61 (1JaBo) 0.75 0.4
E~p 0.11 0.15
Energy confinement time (ms) 100 80
H, 2.0 2.0
Bootstrap fraction (%)

ICRF power (MW)

ECRH power (MW)
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fraction' expected fot the heating power of 1 MW and 5 MW is

indicated as a function of QY5, i.e., the plasma current. The bootstrap

fraction increases as the plasma current is lowered and as the toroidal
field is lowered. Since the KT-2 poloidal system is designed for a
(bipolar) flux-swing of about 9.9 Webers, the current-flat top time
can be extended further at lower plasma currents and lower toroidal

fields , within the magnet cooling capacity. Therefore, with an FWCD

power of 1 MW, an operation mode with bootstrap fraction of more

than 50% is possible at Bo = 2.0 T , Ip = 150 kA with Hr = 2 to 3.

The plasma parameters of this OR long-pulse operation mode is

S묘없않값ized in Table 4.2 above.

Table 4.2. The 1 MW H iBS operation mode.

modes 1 MW
Parameters HiBS

Toroidal field , Bo (T) 2.0
Plasma Current (kA) 150
q95 6.2
Average electron dens람y (1019m-3) 2.6
Electron temperature (keV) 0.85
BN=B/Up/aBo) 1.27
EBp 0.42
Energy confinement time (ms) 25
H, 2.0
Bootstrap fraction (%) 50
ICRF power (MW) 1.0
ECRH power (MW)
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4.2.3 The 5 MW F ‘weD "Baseline" and "BiBS" operation

modes

According to the performance estimations indicated in Figures 4.1
and 4.2, it is possible with FWCD power of 5 MW to achieve a high
a, high-bootstrap discharges with a bootstrap fraction of more than

50%. This assumes that H f greater than 2 is achieved and that

profiles are properly conσoIled to sustain stability. The ITER
empirical recipe (4.11-4.13) gives somewhat optimistic results

compared to that of Hirshmann used in TPX (Goldston, 1993). In
Table 4.3, plasma parameters of the 5 MW FWCD operation mode are
summarized. As shown in Figure 4.3, the FW-driven plasma current
is calculated as 150 kA (CD fraction 30%) for "5MW Baseline" mode.
This falls somewhat short of the balance CD for a 100% non

inductive CD with an fbs of about 60%. For the HiBS mode, however,
an fbs approaching 100% is expected.

In addition to these operation modes, the PF system and a

movable limiter will enable smaller cross-section discharges with the

aspect ratio as low as 7 - 9. These very large asepct ratio discharges

are expected to offer unique opportunities to investigate previously

unknown operation modes. For such new discharge modes, hardware
compatibility with in-vessel components such as passive conductors
and div앙ter plates must be confirmed, and are presently under
investigation.
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Table 4.3. The 5 MW FWCD Operation Modes.

modes 5 MW 5 MW
Parameters Baseline HiBS

Toroidal field, Bo (T) 3.0 2.2
Plasma Current (kA) m 200
q95 2.79 5.1
Average electron density (1019m-3) 8.7 3.5
Electron temperature (keY) 2.2 2.4
/lN=MUP/aBo) 2.94 3.9
e/l p 0.43 1.06
Energy con섬n응ment tim응 ems) 60 20
H, 3.0 3.0
Bootstrap fraction (%) 50 90
ICRF power (MW) 5.0 5.0
ECRH power (MW) 1.0 1.0
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Chapter 5

Concept of the
KT-2 poloidal field systelD

5.1 Introduction

Since the primary research objective of the KT-2 program
deals with physics issues related to the long-pulse or steady-state

tokamak operation, its baseline operation modes should be able to
provide necessary experimental ground for such investigations. In
particular, the machine must be capable of an extended discharge in

the OH mode lasting much longer than the current relaxation time
scales for KT-2. For the given amount of the available volt-second
and the TF magnet power supply capacity, this requires that the

current ramp-up and ramp-down periods should be as short as it is
permitted by various MHD stability criteria in tokamaks.

During the current ramp-up and ramp-down, parameters

influencing plasma density and plasma beta, etc. are varying in 다me.

Therefore plasma parameters related to machine operation such as
plasma density and current, their profiles, plasma inductance, and
plasma shape, should be monitored and controlled in a MIlD-stable

pattern. These factors should be considered in the design phase
utilizing numerical MIlD stability analysis codes. For KT-2, such

detailed self-consistent numerical analysis will be completed in 1995
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in the conceptual design phase. However, preliminary numerical

analyses for the derivation of the baseline operation modes have been

performed utilizing an MHD equilibrium code and applying it in a
snapshot mode. The results from these preliminary numerical analyses

are reported here.

(J) ClUTent ramp-up

The routine scenario of the ramp-up procedure for a

non-circular tokamak discharge is, in general, to initially start with a

circular plasma and then to shape it to the desired elongation K and

triangularity 8. For example, the plasma expa..l1sion scalings for the

plasma current and the minor radius can be chosen tm-oughout the

two phases as follows:

a = af (t/ 't )02’ 0< t< 't, 't =TUpl!Ipf)
I p = Ipf (tIT), 0 < t < T

(5. l)
(5.2)

where subscript f indicates final values. After the initial circular

plasma phase, the necessary PF coil currents to shape the plasma in

the desired way can be obtained from a free-boundary equilibrium

calculation, with a modelling of the current behaviour during this

plasma shaping' phase as, for example (Ejima, 1982),

I p =‘ I pI (K 2 + 1 ) .K 034 /2 (5.3)

where I p } is the plasma current when K = 1. If the plasma current at

K = 1.8 is set to be 500 kA, then I p } is obtained to be 193 kA. In

short, we have a circular plasma before the current reaches I = I p } =
193 kA, and then shaping occurs and continues until the current

reaches the final value of I = Ipf = 500kA. Since the minor radius

during the circular plasma phase can be rewritten, from (5.U and

(5.2), as

a =. af ([pi IpI’) 02 , 0 < I p < I p}, (5 .4)
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and we get af = 0.25 m for Ipf = 500 kA. In addition, wi빠1 the choice
of a current rise rate of 1.0 MA!s , the time scale of the current rise
T is chosen to be 0.5 seconds ‘ This is compatible to the estimation of
current equilibration time estimated for the KT-2 equilibrium
parameters, 'teE ~ 10· 't skin ~ 200-400 msec.

(0) Current lint-top

In OH tokamak discharges, the PF system supplies the
resistive volt-seconds necessary to maintain the equilibrium 와ld the
plasma current according to 다 = Rp . [p. The current flat-time is

equal to the remaining volt-seconds divided by 다， and flux

consumption increases linearly in time.

(m) Cun강nt Ramp-doωn

When the flux supply from the PF system is terminated, the
plasma current decays with a time constant of Lκ1lp where Lp and Rp

are the plasma inductance and resistance, respectively. To terminate

the discharge safely without any disruptions during this ramp-down
period, the same requirements as in the r없np-up phase should be
satisifed. In particular, the time constant of the TF decay should be
longer than that of the current decay, to keep q from becoming too
low. The plasma density should decrease with a time scale shorter

than that of OH power or the plasma current, since it is closely

related to the input OH power and therefore to the plasma current.
Otherwise disruptions will occur when the density becomes too high
for, for example, the Murakami-Hugill limit. Much care should be

exercised especially for limiter discharges, where density decay is
much slower than in diverter discharges.

5.2 Concept-of the KT-2 PF system and

the design-base operation scenario

The design of the KT-2 device and facility is based on a set
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of requirements developed from both physics and engineering

considerations. These follow from its mission to provide the physics

data required for an LAR tokamak, as well as the specific
experimental objectives for the KT-2 program. Listed in Table 5.1 are
the major parameters of each KT- 2 modes identified in Chapter 4, as

is required for the basic PF system design. Note that the parameters
here are more of the boundary conditions to obtain the criteria for the

KT-2 PF system design, not the typical operation parameters as in

Chapter 4. For example, in Table 5.1, the maximum triangularity is

set to 0.5, and magnitudes of currenνtoroidal fields are set lower at

1.5 Tesla and 200 kA.

The poloidal field (PF) system design was developed from the

axisymmetric, free-boundary, ideal-MHD equilibrium model, as is

implemented in the code FBT (Hoffmann, 1988). The code allows the
computation of arbitrarily shaped tokamak equilibria, with external or

internal separatrices and multiple magnetic axes. The primary purpose

Table 5.1 Major parameters of KT-2 for PF design

(Double Null operation)

Operatrion points OH OH
5 MW 5 MW

Parameters Baseline"
Long

Baseline HiBSPulse
Toroidal field , Bo (T) 3.0 3.0 3.0 1.5
Major/minor radius R/a (m) 1.4/0.25 1.4/0.25 1.4/0.25 1.4/0.25
Elongation K 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.8
Triangularity l) 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
Plasma Current Ip (MA) 500 200 500 200
Discharge duration 't =τu + "Ct + "Cd 7.3 7.9 22.6 35.8

Ramp-up "Cu (s) 0.5 0.2 0.5 0.2
Flat-top "Ct (s) 4.2 6.6 19.5 34.5
Ramp-down "Cd (s) 2.6 1.1 2.6 1.1

Flat-top electron temperature (eY) 560 - 1477 -
Flat-top loop voltage (V) 1.57 - 0.28 -
Flux swing of the transformer f1ψ (Y-s) 9.8 - 9.9 -
Confinement enhancell'ent factor H, 2 - 2 -
(... ) PF design baseline modes.
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of these analyses is the determination of the external coil currents

required to maintain prescribed equilibrium configurations.

5.2.1 The Baseline Configuration

The PF coils are geometrically aITanged in an up-down

symmetric configuration and are located outside the TF coils for the
simplicity of construction and maintenance (see Figure 5.1). A hybrid

control is introduced to the PF coil system where the currents for

ohmic heating and shaping/position control flows in the same coils.

The coil set has the flexibility to produce a broad spectrum of DN

configurations while maintaining the ability to create SN shapes

through asymmetric coil current distributions.

There are two pairs of outboard ’ring coils' [PF6,7], two pairs
of ’diverter coils'[PF4,5], one pair of ’control coils'[Q] and the central
solenoid is divided into 3 pairs of modules[PFl,2,3]. Thus an 8-coil,
up-down symmetric connection is the nominal arrangement, and up to

16 individually controllable coil modules are 'available, although

suitable SN configurations can be produced with 14 independent PF

circuits (PF1=PF1 ’=PF2 ’, PF2=PF3 ’, Q=-Q ’). Control (radial) field is

applied to cancel the error field generated by TF coils and to control

the vertical position of the plasma. The coil cross sections ar~

derived from a conductor unit-cell size of 25 x 50 mrn and inclusive

of the service cross-section for the interconductor and other

insulation, cooling channels, and the casing if necessary), so that the
coil current requirement are met for the PF design baseline modes of

KT-2 tokamak. The geometric specification of the PF coils is given
in Table 5.2, and the shielding standards in Table 5.3. The turn

number of the coils are determined from the following:

1) Induced voltage between the coil terminals at plasma current

disruption does not exceed 20 kV,
2) The applied voltages of each coil are· not so large at the

ramp-up and ramp-down phases of plasma cUlTent,
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Figure 5.1 The KT-2 Poloidal field magnet system configuration.
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3) The current flowing in a single conductor does not exceed

25 kA, considering the reference of power supply capacity.

For cooling requirements, the following standards are adopted: pulse
repetition rate of 5-6 shots/hour, standard (chilled) water cooling.

Optional LN2 cooling is being considered for the long pulse operation.

5.2.2 Design-base KT-2 operation scenarios

Preliminary "design-base" operation scenarios have been

obtained from a snapshot equilibrium calculation of the KT一2

discharges in two fiducial cases, the OH baseline and the 5MW

baseline modes (d. Table 5.1L These are at full designed parameters

in the OH and RF-heated modes, with B t = 3 Tesla and Ip = 500kA.
Both scenarios are initiated at the same initial magnetization flux

Table 5.2 PF coil specifications

coil Rdmm) Zc(mm) ~Rdmm) ~Zdmm) turns Ic.p(l<A) IC.8y(l<A) •
PF1 , 1’ 525 ± 150 250 300 10 x 6 25.0 12.0
PF2, 2’ 525 ± 450 250 300 10 x 6 27.3 14.4
PF3 , 3’ 525 土 750 250 300 10 x 6 25.0 11.2
PF4, 4’ 700 土 1150 250 300 10 x 6 22.0 15.3
PF5, 5’ 1050 土 1275 300 300 12 x 6 26.5 17.7
PF6, 6’ 2000 土 1150 200 300 8 x 6 13.7 13.2
PF7, 7’ 2400 土 700 200 200 8 x 4 8.8 6.1
0 , Q’ 1910 ± 400 80 100 4 X 2$ 20.0 13.0

·Coil center, #for pulse duration of 18 sec, $conductor unit-cell size of 20 x 50 mm

Table 5.3 Insulation Reference of the PF magnets

PF1 PF2 PF3 PF4 PF5 PF6 PF7 Q

Max. appl. voltage during +1.4 +1.5 +1.5 +4.7 +10.2 +2.4 +3.6 +1.9
normal discharge [kV] -2.2 -2.1 -2.1 -2.4 -2.9 -4.4 -6.8 -4.2
T며nsient induced voltage

.
due to ~isruption [kV]

20 16 15 18 22 10 11 9

• High voltage surge is indu흥d across coil termina'ls at disruptions for "about 2' ri1s;
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states (5.53 V s , Em= 36.9 MJ: see Figure 5.2 ),

A set of two equilibria are generated for the OR baseline
scenario, of which the equilibria correspond to two flux states: the
tI s얹rt of flatlop"(SOF) and the fIend of flattop"(EOF). For the 5MW

baseline scenario, three equilibria: the SOF, the "start of

heating"(SOR), and the EOF(=EOR). In Table 5.4, design basis

parameter:~ for these equilibria are summarized. In the following

Figures 5.3-5.6, snapshot equilibrium calCulation results - equilibrium
flu*~~， surfac'es ‘ and profiles (q, pressure, and plasma currents) - and

the ‘핀F'，~coil， current waveforms are summarized for these equilibria.

These'- snapshot calculations for OR baseline discharges should be and
are being supplemented with detailed MHD stability and transport

calculations including bootstrap current mode1lings, -centered around

the tokamak simulation code TSC (Jardin, 1984) and WHIST
(Houlberg, 1982). For RF heated discharges, analyses of the deposition

and thermalization process as well as bootrstap current effects will be

included in 1995 in the baseline analyses with the help of specialized

codes like, for example, FWCD full-wave simulation codes, and so on.
、
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Table 5 .4. PF system design basis

for the OH/5MW-baseline scenarios
‘-

OH baseline 5 MW baseline

SOF EOF SOF SOH EOF(EOH)

Ip (leA) 500 500 500 500 500

Beta (%) 0.738 0.746 0.738 2.150 2.160

Betap 0.623 0.617 0.623 1.620 1.595
q。 0.749 0.730 0.749 2.021 2.037

q95 2.648 2.637 2.648 2.741 2.732

0.908 0.900 0.908 0.541 0.532

flux (Vs) 2.319 -4.319 2.319 0.748 -4.380
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Figure 5.2 The initai1 magnetization flux states of KT-2.
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5.3 Concept of the KT-2 feedback conπ01 system

5.3.1 Introduction

For high-0 plasmas as is expected in advanced tokamaks,
shaping of the plasma cross section and its control is essential. This

can be done by temporally controlling the PF coil currents. For KT-2,
the hybrid control scheme (see for example, Hofmann and Jardin,
199이 is chosen, where plasma current and position, the shape of the

equilibrium are treated inter-dependently and are controlled

simultaneously. Hence all the PF coils must be feedback-controlled

independently. A digital control scheme is essential for the required

flexibility and will be employed on KT-2.

Although diverted, elongated plasmas have become a standard

configuration to obtain such high-B plasmas, there are some tradeoffs

for it. In partucular, for discharges with large elongation K, as in

KT-2 (K= 1.8), the decay index of the vertical fields can become

negative, triggering a fast ideal-MHD "vertical instability" with
-6growth rates in the 10-u see ranges which can tenninate the discharge

in a disruption (see for example, Perrone, 1981). Therefore, the

vertical position of such plasmas must be precisely feedback

controlled both actively and passively to avoid this instability and to

meet the prescribed discharge conditions, while maintaining the

desired MHD configuration once it is obtained (jardin,1987).

In general, active feedback control using PF coils can stabilize

only the relatively slower part of the instability, due to the speed of

the circuit and the B-field penetration time (KT-2 has a 12mm thick

SUS304L chamber wall and significant one-turn resistivity). For

faster eigenmode components, passive stabilizer plates must be

employed. This will also help reduce the necessary power for the PF

power supplies. In passive stabilizers, eddy currents induced on the

plates by the plasma motion generate fast repulsive forces whose
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speed is determined by the plate time constant.

stabilizer plates included, the growth rate of the

can be expressed as (JAERI, 1992)

뿔 = - (김+쿄난월)

where

n= -<aBzlaR>I<BzIR> ,

With the passive

vertical instability

(6-1)

(6-2)

파 = I p <b웅>2 I (Ls<BzIR» , (6-3)

r~ = <BzIR>IMp (6-4)

τs = Lsi Qs (6-5)

and bRs is the horizontal field produced by the unit eddy current in

the plates, Mp the total plasma mass, Ls and Qs the inductance and

resistance of the shell, respectively. Ov암'all stability requires the sum

of the decay indices to be positive, i.e.

n + nsCy) > 0 (6-6)

There will be two sets of stabilizer plates, up and down in KT-2.

Detailed numerical investigation for the optimal configuration of the

stabilizer plates is being carried out for KT-2 with TSC. Prelimiary

analysis in cooperation with JAERI(Mori,1994) indicates that for a

reasonably arranged stabilizer configuration the growth time can be

slowed down to > 20 msec. Further results will be incorporated in the

conceptual design report in 1995.

5.3.2 The KT-2 active feedback control system concept

The PF feedback-control system will then control the slower

part of the plasma vertical motion left over behind the passive

stabilizers. In general the system consists of the following
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components: (1) magnetic probes to measure changes in the poloidal

fields , (2) parameter calculation circuitry to calculate the magnitude of

plasma current and its position from poloidal flux data, (3) control
logic circuitry to produce the necessary control signal wavefonns for

plasma optimization, (4) thyristor amplifiers to produce actual coil

currents from the control signal waveforms. The whole system is

depicted schematically in Figure 6.3 below.

(I) magnetic probes

Rogowski coils, theta-coils, and saddle loops comprise the

magnetic probes system. Rogowski coils measure the total plasma

current. Plasma position and shape are measured by theta coils and

saddle loops. These coils will be installed at three toroidal locations,
both inside and outside of the vacuum chamber, to monitor toroidal

changes and for redundancy.

Electrostatic pickups will be minimized by assembling them in

a metal pipe case. The probe materials should be compatible with the

vacuum vessel baking at 200·C . Dimensions of the probes are

determined such that time integration of the signals is sufficiently

larger than that of the integrator drift while the induced voltage is

not too large to destrpy the insulation. Planned for construction are

one or two sets of coils specially to measure MHD activities, with

low-drift integrators and thin electrostatic shielding.

(II) Active feedback control

The most important is the accurate calculation of plasma

parameters from the measured flux data. For KT-2, a "matching"

technique (Braams, 1986) is being considered, where the current and

pressure profile flux functions expected for the KT-2 parameter

regions and operation modes are calculated in advance and

accumulated into a database, and the measured flux data is compared

with this databse to produce the necessary error voltages. The PID
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control circuitry then rapidly calculates the optimized feedback-control

waveforms from these error signals, and the final reference

waveform. This reference waveform is amplified by thyristor
switches.

For KT-2, a minimum control speed of 500 Hz is set, which

will be actually detennined by the switching speeds of thyristors and
the time to find the error signals through comparison with the

Grad-Shafranov solution database.

5.3.3 Digital feedback control on KT-2

The best solution for system flexibility is to employ digital
technologies in signal processing in the feedback control system. For

the KT-2 digital control system design, the following factors should

be considered for implementation:

(1) More than 100 magnetic probe input signals.

(2) Maximum sampling frequency of 50 kHz to monitor the MHD

activities.

(3) System time response of less than 1 msec.

(4) At least 12 control parameters

(5) Probe data to be stored and made available to the KT-2

data acquisition system(DAS).
(6) Iρw-drift integrators.

(7) Noise immunity of the control system

(8) Fiber optics connection between the tokamak and the control
system.

(9) System software for easy operation and modification.

In Figures 5.5 and 5.6, a conceptual schematic of a digital feedback

control system for KT-2 is depicted. The integration is performed by

a dedicated computer. Integrated signals are supplied to the main

computer for the machine control. Here comparison with the database
is done, producing error voltages and optimized reference control

waveform. DAC modules near the machine receives the waveform via
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optical fiber, changes to analog signals, and supply it to the thyristor

amplifiers.

口 口

口

口口

口↓11 ↓↓↓ za聽Ei:;rz
thyristor sign라

amplifiers condition뇨19

, reference calculation of
signals for plasma current.
power 밍Jpplies positions & shape

+
+ required

plasma current.
feedba c1C - positions & shape

+ signal

programmed ‘- PID
wave forms controller

Figure 5.5 Block diagram of the KT- 2 feedback control system.
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thyristor
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data receive
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口
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Figure 5.6. Conceptual schematic of the KT-2 digital

feedback control system hardwares.
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Chapter 6

Concept of the KT-2 device
and auxilliary facilities

6.1 Concept of TF magnets and the power supply

In this section, the electrical properties of the TF magnets will

be considered in relation to the power supply. The mechanical,
thermal, and structural properties will be briefly discussed in the

following sections. In Table 6.1 , the basic requirements for the

electrical and mechanical properties of the KT- 2 TF magnets are

summarized. For the power supply, several options are being studied.

One is to take all the necessary power from the grid system (I54kV).

It is the simplest and the most convenient, but a careful assessment

of the possible effects of the machine operation on the regional grid

system must be performed. The other is to use a motor-generator set.

It is virtually the only solution when the power directly from the grid

is not practically possible as might be the case of KT-2. A

combination of two supplies is possible as in JET.

Many operation modes are possible for the TF magnets. In

general, operation at voltages higher than the steady-state values, i.e.

a "forcing" technique is employed to reduce the power consumption

during the current rise phase, by increasing the speed of the current

rise and thus reducing the current rise time. In this case, precise
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Table 6- 1. Outline of the basic specifications of the TFmagnets.
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Table 6.2. The relative resistive energy, the maximum required
power, and the rising time during the start-up phase.

CL:2a: τc = 101 Mj, 'tc = 2.9 seconds)

alpha
ER ( = I/Rc 'tc x ) Pm ( = I/Rc X ) τ ( = 't c X )

(Forcing ratio)
1.1 1.29 1.1 2.39
1.2 0.88 1.2 1.79
1.3 0.68 1.3 1.47
1.4 0.56 1.4 1.25
1.5 0.47 1.5 1.10
1.6 0.41 1.6 0.98
1.7 0.36 1.7 0.89
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control of the generator exciter current is necessary to maintain the
voltage constant. In the foregoing Table 6-2, changes in the relative
resistive energy ER normalized by L?Rct e, the maximum r eQuired
power Pm normalized to Ie2Rc. and the rising time t normalized to t e,
are summarized as functions of the "forcing" ratio a. = VrIV. Here,
the subsσipt c indicates the steady-state flat-top quantities which are
listed in Tables 6.1 and 6.3. One finds that inπeasing 안Ie forcing

ratio results in corresponding increase in the required peak power, but
total resistive power consumption decreases more rapidly, due to the
shorter current rise time. Therefore, if 삼Ie MG set has enough
capacity for the stored energy then a low forcing ratio operation is
possible; and if the MG set has a high power rating then high
forcing-ratio operation is advantageous, resulting in the possible
elimination of the n얹최 for an additional flywheel.

Summarized in Table 6.3 below are the TF system operation
parameters estimated from the magnet specifications in Table 6.1, for
the 5MW Baseline operation mode. As was indicated in Table 4.2, the
current flat-top in the OR baseline mode is limited by the volt-second
capacity to 3.5 sec, not by the TF power supply capacity which can

produce 3 Tesla for a maximum of about 20 seconds. For the given

basic TF system parameters as in Table 6.3, a wavefonn for TF

voltage and current as in Figure 6.1 is expected.
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Table 6.3 TF system parameters

for the 5MW Baseline operation modes

Toroidal field (Tesla)
Plasma flat-top time (seconds)
Voltage during flat-top (volts)

Current during fait-top (amperes)

Forcing voltage (volts)

Rising time (seconds)

TF flat-top time (seconds)

Flat-top Power consumption (MW)
Max. required power (MW)

Start-up energy CMJ)

Stored magnetic energy (MJ)

Flat-top energy (MJ)

Total required energy (MJ)

TF·MPS

3
19.5
875

43750
1167
4.02

20.0

38.3
51.1
126
56

766
948
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Figure 6.1 Waveforms for TF current and voltages.
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6.2 The KT-2 vacuum vessel and

the in-vessel components

6.2.1 General specifications of the vacuum vessel

The KT-2 vacuum vessel consists of the vacuum tank,
viewports, and the heating-cooling assemblies. It is in D-shape to fill

up the inner bore of the TF mangets and to produce the maximum

space possible for easy installation and maintenance of various

in-vessel components such as the diverter, passive plates, movable

limiter, and the FWCD antenna structures. This also helps reduce the

chances of major disruptions. In summary, the inner bore height of

the chamber will be about 140cm. Spaces for a total of ca. 95
viewports has been designated. These viewports of various

dimensions will be assigned for vacuum pumps(8) , diverter(8) , limiter

and passive plates (10), heating(6), maintenance(5), diagnostics(45)

and other contingencies(8). There will be additional ca. 20 short-neck
viewports underneath the TF magnets for some signaVcontrol lines

and gas feeding for which good access is not a strict requirement.

Summarized in Table 6-4 is the general specifications.

The vacuum ta따‘ will be fabricated from SUS 304L in four

90° toroidal sections, with a total weight of ca. 4 ton. For assembly,
two joints will be welded together on site, while the remaining two

will use flanges. Since the loop resistance is expected to be about 20

때， voltage breaks will be installed on these two flanges. Shielded
Viton a-ring construction and ceramic coated metal seals are being

considered for implementation of the breaks. Another possibility is to

employ a large-aperture bellows welded directly to the chamber

flanges. The almost-flat inner wall might have to be supported with

extra structure. The D-shaped parts of the wall will be fabricated by

pressing or spinning technique to minimize the welding lines.

Helicoflex or Conflat flanges will be used depending on the bore size.

The chamber wall will be boronized in-situ initially, with a plan to
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Table 6 .4. General specifications of the KT-2 vacuum chamber.
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install carbon tiles as soon as possible.

6.2.2 The diverter and in-vessel components

In a midsize tokamak such as KT-2, the absolute magnitude of

the heat loads is not likely to be a significant problem. However,
material testing and development, and physics studies relevant to

advanced diverter concepts will be one of the main research topics.

The KT-2 will have a double-null(DN) diverter configuration,
for the merits of relatively easier elongation of plasma and vertical

control requiring fewer numbers of PF coils and power supplies

(Flanagan, 1988) compared to the single-null (SN) diveπers.

Disadvantages are: the DN configuration is more complicated and

takes up more in-vessel space, major disruptions can occur when
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debris falls from the upper part, and shorter diverter length results in

less efficient SOL extinction (ITER JCT, 1993). The problem of larger
heat load on the outer diverter plate is the same for the SN(Cohen,
1992; Ando, 1991), though somewhat ameliorated. KT-2 diverter plate
tile material is chosen to be the CFC, which exhibits a heat
conductivity larger than 300 W/m-K. Cooling of the tiles will be done
through the oxygen-free copper base plate and the support structure.

The passive stabilizer plates(See section 5. l) should be situated

as close to the plasma as possible. The plate surface should therefore
be protected against the heat flux by covering with tiles. Suitable
structural support must be provided, since it suffers significant

thermal and sσuctural shock during major disruptions. Except for the
disruptions, the heat flux to these in-vessel components du펴ng the
normal discharges are estimated to be not too serious (See Section
6.3). However, more detailed analysis of the heat loads during, for
example, the 5MW FWCD operation mode will be carried out, and the

final results will be included in the KT-2 conceptual design in 1995.

6.2.3 The pumping system

(I) Design data

Total inner surface area is about 30 m2, and the total
outgassing rate will reach 3xl0-6 Pa.m3/s for an average outgassing

rate per unit area of 1 x 10-7 Pa.m3/s.m2
• If the leak is assumed to

be 1x10-8 Pa.m3/s, then the base pressure will be determined by the 1.

For effective pumping speed of 2 m3/s , a base pressure of 1.5 x
10-6Pa is expected. Detailed design will be carried out including the
diverter and pumped limiter.

(ll) Pumping system

The main pump will be a turbomolecular pump, of magnetic
levitation type if enough distance from the chamber can be confirmed.
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Influence of magnetic field on a TMP is principally a radial one
during the steady-state, but the axial component can be important in
transient states. Magnetic field changes induce currents on the
rotating componets and thus heat generation. In addition magnetic

repulsion can influence the rotation motion and thus the pumping
speed. For large pumps it is the pumping speed that will be

influenced, and for small pumps the heat generation is the main

problem (Nishide, 1981). In general, the radi머 magnetic field should

be limited below 100 G. For some pumps, acceptable fields are

specified as 30 G for the radial component and 150 G for the axial

componet.

An effective pumping speed of 2 m3/s can be obtained with a

pumping speed of 5000 literls and with a conductance of 3.5 m3/s for
the pumping circuit. This can be easily achieved with a port size of
20x50 cm2 for a passage probability of 0.1. Therefore, it appears that

the pumping duct can be as long as 2 m. The conductance of the

chamber itself is much larger for the pumping speed, so any pressure

gradients will be neglected. The chamber will be equipped with a

micro-sheath heater and will be baked at 150-200 °C.

The diverter requires uniform pumping circumferential1y along

the chamber bottom. Cryopump, sublimation pump, and non

evaporative getter(NEG) pumps are being considered. Cryopumps and

NEG pumps can easily be rehabilitated in-situ, while sublimation

pumps should be disassembled for rehabilitation. The latter also
suffers impurity gas problems during the start-up. NEG pumps
operate without any electrical-mechanical input power. It can be

placed near the diverter plate to give good particle conσ01 capability,
but the saturation time as well as NEG lifetime is somewhat short.

Presently cryopumps are considered to be the most favoured, backed
up by an NEG.
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6.3 Preliminary considerations on the heat loads

6.3.1 The flat-top, OD and RF-heated

During the fIat-top period, the heat load to the vessel w aIl is

much smaller than to those parts such as diverter plates, which

directly faces the plasma flowing along the field lines. The major heat

load for the chamber wall comes from the plasma radiation.

Therefore, the temperature rise in the wall will be negligible except in

unusual situations. If we assume that (1) the total input power of 6.5

M1V is absorbed compIεteIy by the plasma via multiple-pass

absorption and (2) 60% of this is lost through conduction to the

diverter (Noll, 1989), then the heat load density for the vessel

amounts to about 1.9 MW/20m2 = 0.1 MW/m2, a comfortable value

due to the large surface area.

However, the diverter heat load is a completely different

problem (see Table 6.5 below). During the 5MW RF-heated flat-top,
the diverter should be able to handle a heat load of on the average

1.5(inner) to 3(outer) MW/m2 for 2 m2 total effective diverter area. At

local hot spots, however, the heat load density can be as large as five

times the average (i .e. peaking factor of 5), and thus can reach a

maximum of about 15 MW/m2
• Therefore, the maximum energy

density at a diverter hot spot could reach over 300 MJ/m2 for a 20

seconds discharge. Although the diverter plates will be cooled by
chilled waters to limit the temperature rise below 100·e , this could

transiently result in a local hot-spot surface temperatures rise to a

few hundred ·C. Hence the diverter heat load is a problem for the

KT-2 with intense RF heating. More detailed studies are warranted

for effective methods to keep the diverter tile temperature within

acceptable limits as well as for diverter configurations to reduce the

heat load.

The KT-2 limiter will be covered with carbon tiles. Carbon
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Table 6.5. Estimated heat loads to in-vessel components
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tiles can survive heat load as high as 30 MJ/m2 for 1 second wi암lout

serious erosion. For a shorter 100 msec, 100 MW1m2 heat pulse, the
temperature can rise as high as 2500 'C depending on the structure

(loki, 1991). For limiter KT-2 discharges for smaller plasma diameters
or biased-limiter experiments, 안le heat loads can be 10 times the

diverter discharges, reaching above 10 MW1m2
• Therefore, the limiter

should be equipped with effective cooling for long-pulse discharges
with very large aspect ratios. The inner bumper limiter will not have

serious problems due to its area, except for disruptions as discussed

below.
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6.3.2 The major disruption.

During major disruptions, about 50% of the plasma energy is
lost through radiation and diffusion in the early stages, and the
remaining part through direct contact with the vessel wall (Cohen,
1992). Although the heat load distribution pattern during disruptions is

known to vary little from that of the flat-top phase, it could be much
more spatially concenσated (Janos,1992; Shimada,1993). In particular,
it occurs on a much shorter time scale. Therefore, the inner vessel
wall might face a sudden heat load as high as a few hundred MW/m2,
though for a short time. In general, thε 깅amage to the material is

larger for a shorter heat pulse for the same energy density. For

example, in the case of SUS 316L wth energy density of 10 MJ/m2, a

I-second heat pulse nOMW/m2
) results in no appreciable damage,

while a 200 msec pulse (50 MW1m2
) results in an erosion of 5 !lm

deep, and a 100 msec pulse 000 MW1m2
) , 15 ~m deep erosion

(Yamazaki, 1991). Therefore, the inner wall should be protected from

direct contact with the plasma by employing bumper limiters.

6.4 Preliminary considerations on stresses

6 .4.1 Stresses on the TF magnets

The most important force on the TF magnets while it is

operating is the centering force. It amounts to approximately 300 ton·
g per coil for KT-2 operating at 3 Tesla. This corresponds to a

pressure of 120 kg/cm2 exerting radially inward on the center bucking

cylinder surface. On the other hand, if the centering force is
completely taken up by the wedge action of the inner parts of the TF

magnets, then the tapered surfaces will press each other with a force

of 770 ton·f or 440 kglcm2
• Considering the pressure strength <1000

kg/cm2 of usual insulating materials, this could result in damages to

the insulation of the magnets. Therefore, both center bucking cylinder
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and wedge contacts are employed. The 3 em-thick budζing cylinder is

fabricated in four 90° sections, with polyimid insulation plates in

between the sections.

Since most of the PF coils are located outside the TF magnet,
the mainly vertical poloidal fields results in a torque to topple the TF

magnet around the major radius. For a vertical field of 0.3T, this

torque amounts to approximately 30 ton' m. The most efficient

solution to this toppling torque is to connect all the TF magnets into

a single structure. The TF magnets will be joined together by

connecting rods or tubes at six spots around the magnet

circumference, i.e. a modified shell structure (see Figure 6.2). The

inner wedge contacts between the magnets also help to stop the

toppling torque.

Figure 6.2 KT-2 TF magnets assembly:

a modified "shell" structure.
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6.4.2 Preliminary numerical estimation of stresses

on the TF magnets

A preliminary numerical estimation of stresses on the TF
magnets has been performed utilizing ANSYS. Deformation effects
from the electromagntic forces as well as from additional factors such

as the atmospheric pressure, weight, and the strength of the
insulation (Epoxy) , and the pancake magnet sσucture， are obtained.

(I) Expansion of the TF magnet

Figure 6.3 indicates deformations on the TF magnet due to TF
current. The deformation is mainly due the expansion force, and the
maximum deformation is estimated to be 5t = O.107x10-3m. Shown in
Figure 6.4 is 삼Ie stress distribution due to the TF current, which is
fairly uniform. Therefore, the D-shaped TF magnet is under almost
pure tension. The reason for 암Ie maximum stress of 0t = 0.178 x108

Pa appearing on the bottom is believed to be the magnet weight. In

the figure, all the numbers are in SI [MKS] units.

To judge the structural compatibility from information of the

deformation and the stresses for the half-hard copper (jIS) used in
Japanese 1FT-2M with a universal safety factor of 2, the yield stress
of 82 - 690 MPa, and the elongation straiil of 50-60 %, the allowable
stress Oa is found as

°a = 푼 = 쩡 = 200 MPa = 2 x 108 Pa

and the principal strain E

OMAX 앙O
E = ,.., = . -- →-~ = 1.85 X 10- 3

and the allowable elongation 5ta is obtained from E

Bta = Ext = 1.85 x 10-3 x 0.3 = 5.55 x 10-4 m

where t is the width of the magnet. Therefore the maximum
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deformation Ot obtained from ANSYS is compared with the allowable

eleongation Ota as

Ot = 1.07 )( 10-4 m < Ota

and the maximum stress at compares with the allowable stress Oa as

0t = 0.178 X 108 Pa < Oa

Therefore, both the deformation and the stress f외1 within the

corresponding allowable limits.

(n) Overturning of the TF magnets

Figure 6.5 describes the deformation due to the overturning force
around the major radius, caused by the PF field. The maximum

-3deformation is estimated to be ca. 7.263 x 10-" m. From the stress
distribution in Figure 6.6, one finds the maximum stress op of 0.465 x

109 Pa, is about sixteen(l6) times larger than the minimum value. One
finds the allowable stress for the same half-hard copper is the same

as before:

Oa = 2 X 108 Pa < Up

and the allowable deformation is

opa=e x ω = 1.85 )( 10 -3 )( 0.338 = 6.껑3 X 10-4 m < Op

Therefore both estimated max. stress and deformation are beyond the

allowable limit, resulting in possible failures. The stress is distributed

very unevenly and concentrated just outside the wedged part where

TF magnets touch and support each other.

(m) Concept of the structural supports for the TF magnets

Preliminary numerical es디mation of the overall stress

distribution of a TF magnet by the expansion force 없ld the

overturning force 없ld the turning moment distribution was performed
with ANSYS. The results indicate that the radial moment is the main
reason for the structural failure, in particular, on the end regions of

the inside linear part of the magnet. Support shells made of SUS will
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be installed on these fragile parts of the magnet. In addition, shear

panels will be employed to make the magnet system into a single
rigid structure. Weight supports will be added from the main machine
structure anψ'or the basement.

6 .4.3 Stresses on the vauum chamber

Mechanical design of the chamber should also be checked
against several types of possible stresses, including atmospheric

pressure Fatm. diamagnetic and electromagnetic forces during
disruptions Fdia and Fque, magnetic force during ramp-up/ramp-down
of the toroidal field which is usually negligibly small, and so on:

F atm = -2n 2a2p , P~O.l MPa (6. 1)

F dla = - ~o I~ (1- a)/4 (6.2)

F que = -~o I~ (In
+

L
-2+p

nnv+ 2Rn
--걷-)/4
’‘ !A U

(6.3)

where

aU = 패파 , ap = 다품p

Fatm results in a unifonn force of 250 ton, a net 80 ton of

which is directed toward the torus axis while cancelled vertically. The

two insulations are exerted by about 12.5 ton' g. The flat inner wall is
like an expanding cylinder, and hence it is the most fragile part.
Assuming a straight cylinder, the tensile stress is approximately 110
kg·f/cm2

• This is still < 200 kg'f/cm2, the limit of SUS304L, but it is
potentially dangerous. Th앙'efore some reinforcement must be provided

or it must be fabricated to be slightly curved.

Fdia is a centering force from the interaction between the TF
field and the poloidal ctUTent induced on the vessel during disruptions.

This current is a diamagnetic effect following the sudden decrease in
plasma energy during disruptions. For the maximum KT-2 plasma
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current of 500 kA, Fdia is about 8 ton·f. Fqueis a radial force like
F바. It results from the interaction between the poloidal field and the
troidal current which is induced on the chamber during disruptions by
the sudden decrease in the plasma current and by the plasma column

motion. Maximum Fque is about 300 ton·f. For KT-2 with a 10 mm
thick SUS chamber, the magnetic penetration time is less than 1

msec, and will be shorter than the disruption time scale. This leads to

a fa야or of 10 reduction in the magnitude of Fque estimated by
eq.(6.3), i.e. reduction to about 30 ton' f.

6.5 Auxilliary facilities

6.5.1 ICRF transmitter

For the KT-2 ICRF system, operation frequency in the Alfven

region is chosen, i.e. 10-50 MHz. For the toroidal fields of 1 to 3

Tesla expected for KT-2, this frequency range allows op앙·ation

without any ion resonances located inside the plasma for hydrogen,
deuterium, and their mixture. There are already commercially available

1-2 MW transmitters in this frequency range, for example those

acquired for JET, ASDEX, and DID-D. For KT-2, it is planned that

the 5 MW ICRF transmitter will be supplied on a turn-key base in
two steps over the period 1997-2001, to start with one 1-2 MW

transmitter operating with the commissioning in 1998. This will be
upgraded to the full 5 MW capacity over the next 3 years.

Meanwhile a 200 kW mock-up transmitter is being designed

and will he constructed and operated on KT-1 by 1996. The objective
of this 200kW transmitter is twofold and very important for

successful procurement and operation of the 5 MW main transmitter:

(1) for pilot ICRH!FWCD experiments on KT-1 and for high-power

antenna development for KT-2, and (2) to acumulate operational

experience with high-power transmitter system until the first 1 MW
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unit is installed on KT-2 by the end of 1998. Furthermore, this

experience with the mock-up transmitter will help active participation

in the design/construction of the 1MW transmitter. The gradual

approach in three steps (200kW• 1MW• 5MW) distributes and

minimizes the workload for the necessary development, while keeping

up with the scheduled KT-2 research program.

6.5.2 Other auxilliary facilities

On KT-2, a 500 kW 60GHz Gyrotron system will be initially

installed for ECRH at the second harmonic for the 개igh BS" FWCD

modes. It is for preheating the FWCD target plasma and also for

profile conσ01. For preheating in the 3 Tesla full-power "5MVV

Baseline" FWCD mode, 1 MW 120 GHz system is being studied.

It has been generally assumed for the estimation in Chapter 4
of the KT-2 operation regime and modes that a confinement

improvement factor of 2-3 can be achieved in KT-2. One crucial

ingredient of these improved confinement discharges is considered to

be the plasma rotation. Two' 0.5 MW tangential NBI systems are

being studied. Furthermore, in view of the importance of the current

drive and the profile control in the KT-2 program, a proven method

such as NBI and LHCD might have to backup FWCD for the center

CD and ECCD at the edge. Installation of a modest size (0.5 MW)

LHCD system is being considered. For density profile control a pellet

i띠ector is planned to be installed as early as possible after the

COlTIIDlSSlOmng.

6.6 Diagnostics

A good profile measurement capability is no less important for

the success of the KT-2 program than capabilities for CD, as its

research objectives indicates in Chapter 2. Accurate input profile data
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for plasma currents, density, electron and ion temperatures, and so

on, are crucial for the understanding of those subjects described in

Chapter 4. So the diagnostics development plan should properly reflect

these important considerations. Therefore, in addition to the basic and

standard diagnostics, advanced diagnostics to
(1) accurately measure the spatial profiles of various plasma

parameters

(2) measure the heating and current drive processes

will be developed through contracts both intramural and extramural.

Table 6.6 below summarizes the present diagnostics development plan

in three categories: (1) Basic(B) diagnostics, which should be

operational at the completion of KT-2 assembly, 2) Standard(S)

diagnostics, will be operational with the normal KT-2 operation, (3)

Advanced(A) diagnostics, which need more research and development
and should be operational with 5 MW FWCD system in 2001.

As was described in Chapter 2, diagnostics development is best

suited for active participation of researchers from various fields of

science and technology, which are fairly well developed in Korea.

Direct KAERI participation will be minimized except for those cases

without any other choices. This cooperative development of KT-2

plasma and machine diagnostics will offer an excellent opportunity to

build up research capabilities to carry out large and complex

experiments. Presently 4 diagnostics are being developed on

contracts Photoelectron spectrometer for electron temperature, XUV

spectrometer of CX spectroscopy, neutral energy analyzer, and Mach

probes; and 2 diagnostics by KAERI: ECE heterodyne receiver and

Fill laser multichannel interferometer. These will be completed by the

end of 1996, will be tested on KT-l, and will eventually installed on

KT-2 after necessary modifications/improvements including KT-2

MODAS compatibility are made.
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Table 6.6. KT-2 Dianostics development schedule.

Diagnostics
category opera-

remarks
B s A tion

2mm interferometer' o 94 center plasma density

Ha-visible spectrometer o 94 Ze" and impurity influx

photoelectron spectroscopy
.

o 95 E SXR and electron temp.

neutral particle spectrometer' 。 95 E Ion distribution function

VUV broadband spectrometer o 95 E Impurity survey

Mach probes' o 95 E Diverter transport

ECE hetero빼ne receiver
.

o 95 electron temp.

Bolometer array o 97 E total radiated power

FIR laser interferometer o 97 density profile

CX neutral analysis o 97 E ion distribution

CXR spectroscopy o 98 ion temp., plasma rotation

SXR tomography 。 98 E Te and impuity 2-d profile

Diverter VUV o 99 E impurities, ionization dynamics

Diverter bolometer array o 99 E diverter power balance

Diverter calorimeter o 99 E ”
ECE Michelson interferometer o 99 E Te profile

collective scattering o 99 turb비ence， heating physics

Faraday rotation o 99 current profi Ie

mm-wave reflectometer o 99 E edge turbulence

TV-Thomson o 99 E Te, ne profile

Heating beam CXRS o 2000 ion temp., plasma rotation

heating/diagnostic beam
2001 Eo

emissi()n spectrocopy

HIBP o 2001 E interna’ E-field, turbulence

High-energy neutral analysis o 2001 E Fast ions

Gamma spectroscopy o 2001 E Fast ion distribution

2.4 Mev neutron spectrometer o 2001

• presently under construction, and will be tested on KT- l.
E extramural contracts
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6.7 Machine Operation and

Data Acquisition System (MODAS)

For a midsize tokamak such as KT-2, a large amount of data
has to be dealt with after each shot in an accurate and prompt way,
so that necessary decisions or modifications to the machine operation

or experiments can be made accurately in time. Therefore, the

systematic management of data and machine with a computer system

is a mandate. First, preliminary investigations on the KT-2 MODAS

system design options will be performed in an intramural contract

with the Computation and the Instrumentation and Control teams at

KAERI. After a survey of several MODAS systems in existing

tokamaks is carried out, an optimized model for the KT-2 MODAS

system will be derived, including recommendations on the

specifications of the majOI‘ components and system software.

Currently, a centralized Unix-based system of 3-4 workstations/

minicomputers is being studied, each of which manages each category

of KT-2 MODAS components consisting of the machine operation

system(MOS), the data acquisition(DAS) , and the auxilliary systems

(AUX). These will then be administered by another minicomputer

interconnected with a dedicated LAN, which will manage the

experimental data and accomodates general users.

As a preparatory project, a small-scale MODAS is being

constructed and tested at KT-l small tokamak. Emphasis is on

developing as much building-block structures and program

"primitives" as possible, which are expected to be independent of the

management system hardware and software to be detennined later.

The system now is constructed as a master/slave system, but with

only one slave. For the data bus at KT-1, Unix-based VME is

selected (see Tables 6.7-6.9) , with a total of 84 channels with 27

modules. Presently the KT-1 DACS master computer for

administration is presently a 68040-based HP382 workstation, which

is connected via an intramural LAN (KAERI-NET) to the slave
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computer for data acquisition, an embedded, 68040-based V382

workstation.

The slave controller to control VXI modules is the same

68040-based controller V382 embedded in the bus on the same rack,
which is again connected via LAN to the master HP382 and the mass

storage. Communication between the VXI modules is achieved on the

VXI bus, inter-controller communication via VXI bus extender and

MXI simulator cables from National Instruments. Some extra CAMAC

modules are controlled by the slave V382 via GPIB , serial devices

as digital oscilloscopes are controlled by PC ’ s through the homemade

Select Switch modules. The 2-channel, 20 VXI E1429 modules each

have a microprocessor, and thus can be controlled by the V382

efficiently, either in message-based or register-based device settings.

Arbitrary Function Generator and Relay Switch modules are without a

dedicated CPU, hence must be controlled via GPIB by a command

module.

Table 6.7 Prototype MODAS System Components on KT-l

Equipment oty Specifications Use

Master 68040 CPU w!UNIX - HP382 workstation
Contra이lIer 32MB RAM , 400MB HD - System management

New
Slave 1 68040 CPU w!UNIX - VXI modules controlController 16 MB RAM

KT-2 Mass Storage 1 1350 MB HDPrototype
Printer (1set) 1 300dpl. 16ppm
VXlbus 3 VXlbus Interface - VXI Mainframe
Extender interconnections

386/486 PC’s 4 DOS, 8MB RAM - GPIB. RS232 equip.
control

。Id - Selective connection
KT-1 Select Switch 1 4 chan nel RS-232

。f RS-232 eu‘pments
DAS

Man!GPIB control to PC’s

GPIB Interface 2 ’EEE-488 & 583 - Connection of CAMAC
modules to PC’S
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Table 6.8 Prototype DAS Digitizer Specifications on KT-l

Equipment Qty Specifications Ch Use

VXI
HP E1429A VXI C-slze

Digitizer 20 2 ch/module 40 general
(new) 12-bit,m2eOmMoSr/yslecch sampllng purpose

512 k

Transient LeCroy3 TR8837F, 1 cIVInodu!e

-Recorder
2 a-blt, 32 MS/sec sampling 2 fast signals

8k memory/ch

Waveform L810ekC-brmonye.m18o2M1ry0S/l,csh4e chlmodule medium-fast
CAMAC! Digitizer

1 c sampling 4 signals

RS232
L12e-Cbroity, 821k2SAls, 32 ch/Inodule

(old) Data Logger 1 40 kS/sec sampling 32 sloW signals
32 k memory/module

Digital Hitachi VC-6025, 2 channeVea
3 8--bit, 20oMrySl/cshec sampling 6

Oscilloscope 2 k mem

Table 6.9 Prototype MOS components on KT-l

Equipment Qty Specifications Ch Use

Relay HP E1463A VXI C size 。 Control the poswer

Switching 3 32 ch/module 96 suppvlya,’vpeusmps,
Switch 250VAC, 5A1ch. and

Timing KS Model 3655 CAMAC 。 System TIme Base
Pulse 2 8 ch/module 16 。 Programmable

Timing Generator 1 Hz - 1 MHz cloCk timed Interrupt

Fan-Out
KS Model 3672 CAMAC

。 Synchronl캘d6 a ch/module 48
Jitter tIme < 10 ns triggering

KS Model 3525+1991 CAMAC

Temperature 1 16 ch/module 18 。 Tokamak vacuum
Type K thernIOCoucple chamber

Monitor Resolution < 0.3
Monitor 24-blt Contact Sense

Input Gate 2
Optical Isolation - 。 Interlock for safety
100 msec filter alarm system
KS Model 3471 CAMAC

Arbitrary 12-blt recolutlon

Control Function 2 42 MS/sec tlmebase - 。 Operation of the

Generator
16k waveform memory power supply
HP E1340A VXI B-size
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Safety Assessment and Protection Measures
Concept

There are several potential hazards associated with the
construction and the routine operation and maintenance periods of the
KT-2 tokamak. For example, high voltages in the power supplies

system for the machine and the auxilliary facilities, X-ray!UV

radiation and possible neutron emission during operation, high to

medium level electromagnetic fields in radio-, microwave, and

rom-wave frequency ranges during plasma heating, intense radiations

from lasers used in diagnostics, toxic chemical vapours such as SF6

from HV insulations and others from various eQuipment and

components, crane failures while moving heavy objects, flying objects

under the influence of the strong TF magnetic fields during operation,
and so on.

All these potential hazards shall be carefully assessed in due

course, whereof proper safety features and protection measures shall

be implemented according to relevant codes and regulations. Finally

all these processes should be ch~cked and concluded satisfactorily safe

to the personnel and the environment for licensure by the relevant

authorities including, for example, Korea Institute for Nuclear Safety

before the entire facility is operated.
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Chapter 7

SUIDIDary

A midsize large-aspect-ratio tokam와‘ KT-2 with intense RF
heating and current drive is under coceptual design at Korea Atomic
Energy Research Institute (KAERI) under goverment-admi띠stered

"Midlong Plan for Atmoic Energy Research and Development" since
1992. The machine aims at contributions to research in the advance

tokamak concepts such as current drive and profile control in
bootstrap-dominated tokamak discharges. The machine is expected to

be operational in 1998, with f버I 5 MW fast wave current drive in
2001.

It is expected that the KT-2 tokam삶 combin어 with KAERI ’s
nuclear engineering infrastructure will lead to a competitive fusion
energy research program in Korea in the near future. It is further

hoped that Korean contributions to the international fusion research

are possible via successful operation of the KT-2 and its research
program.
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